1 On/Off and volume control.
Press on/off button
Adjust volume - turn button
Note: The volume for navigation system can be adjusted whilst directions are being spoken.
The directions can be repeated by pressing the Info button.

2 Current vehicle position storage key.
A location that you wish to visit at a later date can be stored whilst you are being navigated by the system. Press the button at the appropriate location in order to store it in the “flagged destination memory”. This replaces the existing “flagged destination”. See the navigation system working example to find out how to select the flagged destination memory.

3 Station keys 1-6.
Radio operation.
Each key can be preset to one station from each of the six channels, i.e. TP, FM, AM on preset levels 1 and 2.
To store a station: select the desired station with the rocker switch.
Press one of the station buttons until the programme is muted and a signal tone is heard.
Recalling a stored station: briefly press the station key preset to the desired station.

4 SCAN key.
Radio operation.
Press the button in order to briefly hear all stations that can be received in the selected waveband. To select a station press the key again while the station is being previewed.

5 AS/CD-MIX key.
Radio operation.
Automatically storing the 6 stations with the best reception in the area you are travelling through: Press the button for longer than 2 seconds in order to store the stations on the selected waveband - TP, FM or AM - on the station buttons on memory level 2. The memory storage selection is kept on level 1.
Calling up a stored station: First press the AS button and then press the required station key.

CD operation.
Press the button in order according to the setting of the “Audio settings” - play the tracks (titles) of a CD or the CDs in the CD magazine in random order.

Dear Driver
The Volkswagen Radio-Navigation system provides you with a simple and standardised operation of the comfort equipment radio and navigation in your vehicle as well as the optional equipment CD changer and TV tuner.

This quick reference guide is designed to acquaint you with selected standard options of this complex system. You will need to familiarise yourself with the important explanations and notes in the booklets Radio-Navigation system MFD, Controls and Equipment and TV tuner in order to make full use of the numerous options offered by the system.
We wish you safe, reliable and enjoyable motoring.

Volkswagen AG
6 TIME key to recall recorded traffic announcements.
The TIM function has a memory which can be used to automatically record traffic announcements. The oldest announcements will be deleted when the memory is full (4 minutes).

While the radio is switched on every traffic announcement on the selected TP station is recorded.

When the system is switched off the recording mode is activated automatically, according to the setting in the “TIM standby” menu.

The announcements are played back, starting with the most recent one, by pressing the TIM button. The announcement can be stopped by pressing the button again.

7 INFO key to recall complete destination display.
The current vehicle location, the current destination and the estimated remaining journey time are displayed. At the same time, the system produces spoken driving directions.

8 Rocker Switch.
Radio operation.
Automatic station search: Start the station search by pressing one of the direction symbols. The radio is then tuned to the next station with a sufficiently strong reception.
CD operation.
CD track selection: Press one of the direction symbols repeatedly until the desired track is reached.

9 CD eject key.
10 CD-ROM slot for the navigation CD.
11 Night display key.
12 Button NAVI to call up the current navigation menu and to exit from navigation guidance.
Note: Press the button twice as necessary to call up the Navigation basic menu.
13 Key to recall previous menu or basic menu.
14 SOUND button to call up the menus for sound settings.
See rear.
15 AUDIO button to call up the menu for source selection: radio, CD or TV/Video.
See rear.
16 Key to recall the basic hold-up function menu.
Manual traffic jam function:
An alternative route can be chosen if a traffic jam is announced on your route. You can define how far the diversion should be.

Dynamic traffic jam function:
If your vehicle has the appropriate equipment, it will be able to dynamically adjust the route guidance function to suit the current traffic situation. The system will guide you to your destination taking incoming traffic jam reports into account. It will also decide whether it makes sense to make a diversion around the traffic jam. The traffic reports are received via the RDS-TMC-Radio. For this purpose, you must be able to receive one TMC station.
Note: Press the button during active route guidance mode to call up the traffic jam function basic menu.

17 Menu button.
To select the menu fields - Turn the button.
To enter menu fields - Press the button.

18 Screen.
It is possible to adjust the horizontal and vertical inclination of the screen to achieve optimum readability by pressing lightly on the respective markings on the screen frame.

a - Status line.
This line of the navigation menu displays the operating state of the CD changer/radio.

b - Menu area.
Presentation of the menus required for operating the components Audio, TV and navigation.

c - Instruction line.
Displays the title of the current menu and operating directions.
Operating the menus.
The menu button 1 is used to call up and operate the menu functions:
To select the menu fields -
Turn the button.
To enter menu field -
Press the button.

Changing sub-menu settings.
It is possible to switch between two menu settings after selecting a certain menu field 3. The active setting 5 is indicated via a blue triangle and blue font.

Changing sub-menu adjustment scales.
When certain menu items have been confirmed the selection bar appears on the adjustment scale 4 to be set. The current setting is indicated via a blue triangle. The scale setting can now be altered and then confirmed.

Example for sound settings.
- Press the sound button - the sound settings menu will appear.
- Select and confirm the appropriate menu field A using button 1.
The selector column will switch to setting scale B. The current setting is indicated with a blue triangle.
- Set the scale to the desired level and confirm.
- In order to adjust the basic volume settings, confirm the menu item Volume Setup - C. The volume setup menu is called up.

Example audio system.
- Press the Audio button - the sound source selection menu will appear.

The selection bar G is on the current sound source.
- Select one of the following sound sources.
  Radio stations in each of the 2 preset levels:
  TP1 and TP2 (traffic news)
  FM1 and FM2 (VHF)
  AM1 and AM2 (MW)
or
  CD (CD changer) or AUX (vehicles without TV tuner) or TV/Video (vehicles with TV tuner).
- Select and confirm a sound source using button 1, e.g. FM1. The radio menu FM1 appears with the active station in the info field I.
Navigation system working example.

- Press the NAV1 key - the basic navigation menu appears.
- Use knob 1 to select and confirm the item - Enter destination - K. (If your destination is already shown in info-field J, operate the menu item Start rt. Guidance.)

- Confirm the input via field T or press button 1 for longer than 2 seconds. The town list appears.
- Select the location. The follow-on menu will appear once this input has been confirmed.

- You may now use this menu to add details of your destination address U, using the same procedure as described above. After you have confirmed your entry the basic menu appears with the destination address in the info field V.

- Activate Start rt. Guidance - W. The navigation system now computes the route. You will hear a message telling you that the route is being computed. The procedure is completed when the route guidance menu appears.

- Confirm the input via field T or press button 1 for longer than 2 seconds. The town list appears.
- Select the location. The follow-on menu will appear once this input has been confirmed.

Note: It might be necessary for the navigation system to orientate itself from the next major road. If a turn off is coming up soon, the name of the street will appear in the route guidance display Y. Press button 1 to call up the map display.

General information.
The navigation system provides you with information to help you reach your destination easily and safely. The route guidance directions are provided in the form of voice output and are also shown on the display. The route guidance only constitutes driving recommendations. If you wish to leave the recommended route the system automatically computes a new route to the entered destination.

- Certain functions cannot be operated while the vehicle is moving.
- The system switches off automatically if the key is removed from the ignition while it is on.
- The system may be switched on again as normal while the key is still removed. After roughly 1 hour it switches itself off again automatically.
- The system is protected by an anti-theft code. This is indicated by a flashing diode when the system is switched off and the key removed from the ignition. If the system remains silent when switched on and the message SAFE appears in the display, this means that the system is electronically locked. The system may then only be used when the correct code number has been entered - see operating instructions!
- While the radio is “muted” or the system is in CD operation you will automatically hear the traffic announcements when broadcast. If you wish to interrupt a traffic announcement press the TIM key.

Traffic safety instructions.
The road traffic regulations must be observed at all times and take priority when in conflict with the recommendation. Focus your attention first and foremost on driving the car! You as the driver assume full responsibility for driving safely in traffic.